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Abstract

Most mental health and physical activity research describes unidirectional causes of physical activity on mental health, and as a result, a strong evidence base is being established for the effectiveness of physical activity as a treatment for mental health issues. Given that the efficacy of physical activity prescriptions are entirely reliant on individuals’ behavioral engagement, the aim of this special issue is to draw attention to translational evidence relevant to mental health and physical activity. This issue encompasses findings from a wide array of study designs (e.g., reviews, qualitative investigations, correlations studies, trial descriptions, pilot trial findings) of populations from high, middle, and low-income countries with clinical and non-clinical mental health issues. The evidence illustrates that people with mental health issues have unique facilitators and barriers to physical activity that are not accounted for within behavior change theories or interventions for the general population. Within this issue, you will find evidence of how mental health issues impact physical activity behavior change processes as well as examples of how context and person factors may moderate physical activity intervention efficacy amongst these populations. Informed by this evidence, we are calling for future research to investigate acceptability, maintenance, scalability, and generalizability of physical activity interventions for people with mental health issues. This future research will need to account for the unique barriers and facilitators of the population, be theoretically sound, apply to unique contexts, and adapt to dynamic change processes (including engagement and maintenance).
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Highlights

- This issue calls to attention the need for translational and efficacy evidence
- Mental health issues are associated with unique activity facilitators and barriers
- Mental health issues impact physical activity behaviour change processes
- Context, and person factors can impede or aide in behaviour change processes
- We need to investigate acceptability, maintenance, scalability and generalizability
Mental health has reached unprecedented worldwide attention; for the first time, the promotion of mental health and the prevention and treatment of mental illnesses and substance abuse is included in the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (World Health Organization, 2017). Physical activity promotion may be a key strategy for enhancing mental health worldwide, given the strong and growing evidence that physical activity has mental health and well-being benefits for non-clinical (Rebar, Stanton, et al., 2015) and clinical (Bailey, Hetrick, Rosenbaum, Purcell, & Parker, 2017; Rosenbaum, Tiedemann, Sherrington, Curtis, & Ward, 2014) populations. Despite this evidence of efficacy, there remains a translational gap – we need to demonstrate the effectiveness of different interventions in engaging and treating people with mental health issues in the real world. Effectiveness is not only large-scale effectiveness trials though. An essential, but oftentimes neglected, part of the process of filling this translation gap is to establish how contextual and person factors affect behavioral engagement and intervention effectiveness.

The field of physical activity and mental health is generally lacking this translational evidence. There is evidence that people with mental health conditions are less active than the general population (e.g., Schuch et al., 2017) but very little is understood about how mental health issues may interfere with the psychological processes through which people initiate and maintain physical activity engagement (e.g., Farholm & Sørensen, 2016; Roessler, Bramsen, Dervisevic, & Bilberg, 2017). Additionally, little is known about how contextual or person factors impact these behavior change processes or the efficacy of interventions. Without this evidence, we risk wasting resources and time trying to fit mismatched interventions across unique populations and individuals. With this evidence, however, we can design evidence-based interventions to custom fit individuals’ unique situations and their dynamic motivational processes, maximizing their potential mental health benefits. Our aim for this special issue for Mental Health and Physical Activity is to advance this agenda by
providing researchers, service users, practitioners, and policy makers with a better understanding of behavior change processes for people with mental health issues and the contextual and person factors that may impact them. Within this editorial, we will introduce the articles within the special issue, present our reflections on how this new evidence should inform practice and intervention translation, and highlight existing gaps in our understanding as a strategic direction for future research.

**Mental Health Issues & Physical Activity Behavior Change Processes**

The aim for this special issue was to target research on translation, with an emphasis on behavior change processes – as opposed to compiling evidence of a specific behavioral effect or outcome. As a result, the response to the special issue call resulted in a broad range of studies conducted across diverse populations engaging in a variety of physical activity behaviors. Within this issue, you will find scoping reviews, qualitative investigations, large-scale epidemiological correlational studies, intervention development descriptions, and pilot trial efficacy findings. The evidence originates from high, middle, and low-income countries and spans clinical and non-clinical adult populations including people with depression, people with severe mental illness, women in early alcohol recovery programs, and people in prisons. The studies investigated demographic correlates, psychosocial determinants, and retrospective insight into people’s experiences with physical activity. Additionally, this issue considers a breadth of physical activity behaviors, defined as any physical movement, including specific types of activity like exercise and sport (Caspersen, Powell, & Christenson, 1985). Within the issue, physical activity includes structured, supervised exercise programmers, and unstructured physical activity obtained through occupational or domestic activities, leisure physical activity, active commuting, and sport participation.

Although the origins, populations, and study designs within this special issue are richly diverse, the findings lend themselves to an elegant overarching message – people with
mental health issues have unique facilitators and barriers to engaging in physical activity. The articles within this issue exemplify some unique moderators of behavior change processes within people with mental health issues. This compilation of evidence speaks toward the need to make meaningful changes at individual and system levels to increase physical activity in people with mental health issues worldwide.

In their qualitative exploration, Hargreaves, Lucock, and Rodriguez (2017 – this issue) highlights the individuality of physical activity behavior change processes in people with severe mental illness and the dynamic nature of the motivational processes at play while people undergo recovery. People in the study reported that professional support and accessibility was important for the initiation of physical activity, but that having individually meaningful physical activity experiences were important for maintenance. These study findings suggest that one-size-fits-all interventions may not be suitable for people with mental health issues. To be effective, interventions may need to be adaptable to individual differences and the dynamic nature of mental illness symptoms, responses to medication, physical activity motivation, and ongoing mental health recovery processes.

However, Vancampfort, De Hert and colleagues’ (2017 – this issue) investigation of physical activity motives of Ugandan outpatients with psychosis suggests that some motives for physical activity behavior change may not necessarily be dependent on variations in behavior change processes. Improvements in fitness and interest/enjoyment of physical activity were found to be the primary motives for both men and women, irrespective of symptom severity. Notably, the findings suggest that motives were not different between those who had recently begun being active (i.e., in the action stage of change) and those who had been active for at least six months (i.e., in the maintenance stage of change). It may be that physical activity motives do not change across the physical activity behavior change processes of initiation and maintenance. However, these conclusions have to be tempered
until these processes can be tracked longitudinally across these processes of change. This study adds to previous evidence suggesting that the stage categorization of behavior change processes put forth by the Transtheoretical Model (Prochaska & DiClemente, 1982) may not effectively map onto physical activity behavior change processes (Bridle et al., 2005; Povey, Conner, Sparks, James, & Shepherd, 1999; van Sluijs, van Poppel, & van Mechelen, 2004; West, 2005). It is likely that physical activity behavior change processes evolve not as abrupt stages but rather as gradual shifts (West, 2005).

In addition to considering if motivation may evolve over the physical activity behavior change process, evidence from this issue suggests that physical activity interventions for people with mental health issues need to be multi-faceted. Chen and colleagues (2017 – this issue) conducted a qualitative study of community-dwelling people with severe mental illness in Taiwan. The facilitators and barriers faced by this population were multi-dimensional and included many of the personal, social, and environmental factors also found to be important amongst the general population (e.g., social support, self-efficacy, accessibility to facilities). However, it was also revealed that this group faces a barrier to physical activity unique from the general population – a fear of stigma associated with mental illness. Negative anticipation about physical activity experiences can be detrimental to motivation for future physical activity (Williams & Evans, 2014), and the evidence being exposed through this issue suggests that this barrier may be particularly influential amongst people with mental health issues.

Adding further credence to this argument is Glowacki, Duncan, Gainforth, and Faulkner’s (2017 – this issue) article in this issue involving a scoping review of the barriers and facilitators of physical activity among people with depression. These researchers structured their findings within the theoretical domains framework (Cane, O’Connor, & Michie, 2012), showing that most barriers and facilitators were similar to those of general
populations, but that people with depression seemed to be particularly reliant on behavior change processes within the Emotion domain (e.g., negative emotions, outcome expectations, deprecating self-assessment). The authors rightly point out that most traditional behavior change theories provide little guidance for the impact of emotion on behavior change processes or how it may be effectively managed or targeted in interventions. The insights gained from this review imply that traditional behavior change theories are likely not sufficient for promoting physical activity amongst people with mental health issues.

One strategy for overcoming emotion-related barriers to physical activity behavior change is behavioral activation. Behavioral activation is a treatment for depression in which people are aided in overcoming symptoms of avoidance and social withdrawal through scheduling positive daily life activities (Jacobson, Martell, & Dimidjian, 2001), rather than focusing on influencing changes in cognitions. Lambert et al. (2017 – this issue) describes their application of behavioral activation in their web-based intervention, eMotion, to promote physical activity in people with depression. The development and theoretical basis of their self-delivered intervention is systematically described in detail based on the Centre for eHealth Research and Disease Management roadmap (van Gemert-Pijnen et al., 2011). Intervention mapping accounts such as these provide accountability and transparency into the intervention design process, which the authors note is generally lacking across psychological interventions. This trial speaks to the potential for utilizing mental illness therapy strategies to promote physical activity.

Evidence from a study within this issue also suggests that physical activity promotion may aid in enhancing non-activity therapy strategies. In a pilot study, Blevins et al. (2017 – this issue) tracked motivation and beliefs about exercise among women in early recovery from alcohol across a lifestyle physical activity intervention. They showed that autonomous motivation for physical activity changed across the intervention, but beliefs about exercise
did not. Across the intervention, women who increased their physical activity as a means to cope with negative affect and cravings more often utilized adaptive coping strategies other than physical activity as well, including seeking emotional support from others. The link between physical activity and alcohol consumption is complex (Conroy, Pincus, Ram, & al’Absi, 2017), but these findings imply that there is potential for physical activity programs to be a means for delivering psychosocial treatment strategies for alcohol recovery, such as social support.

Additional articles within this issue provide insight into how interventions may be structured to optimize effectiveness amongst people with mental health issues. Chang and colleagues (2017 – this issue) present pilot data comparing one-way and two-way text messaging behavior change strategies across a 12-week intervention promoting physical activity among people with severe mental illness. Whereas the one-way messages were simple notifications, the two-way messages required participants to respond, thereby initiating attention and interaction with the intervention content. Although underpowered for testing between group differences, the trends suggest that two-way messaging may be more effective amongst this population. In general populations, encouraging participants to interact and engage with intervention content can aid in behavior change (Short, Rebar, Plotnikoff, & Vandelanotte, 2015); it seems that intervening with physical activity amongst people with mental health issues is no exception to this need to attend to and monitor engagement.

This issue also provides evidence that physical activity promotion may enhance mental health in specific populations at risk for mental health issues. In their review of the impact of sport-based interventions on psychological wellbeing of people in prison, Woods, Breslin, and Hassan (2017 – this issue) found that there is potential for physical activity interventions to enhance mental health in prison populations, but highlighted that the use of health behavior change theories was notably absent amongst the study descriptions.
Individuals within prison settings have unique constraints on their choices and behaviors that may alter behavior change processes (e.g., autonomy, perceived behavioral control). Based on those insights, the authors of the review note how important it is for research to investigate the psychological processes at play in physical activity promotion amongst people in this unique setting. This review also brought to light the difficulties of conducting rigorous trials within controlled settings such as prisons. Conducting rigorous controlled trials in contexts such as prisons or residential psychiatric care settings is undoubtedly challenging (Firth et al., 2017), but these barriers cannot excuse researchers from conducting the rigorous, theory-driven science that these at-risk populations deserve.

Other evidence from studies housed within this issue highlights the importance that societal, cultural, and national contexts can have on behavior change processes and how system-level changes may be required to make regular physical activity engagement more achievable amongst particular populations of people with mental health issues. Vancampfort, Stubbs, Hallgren, and Koyanagi (2017 – this issue) compared demographic profiles of people with hazardous alcohol use across 46 low- and middle-income countries, finding that people were more likely to be inactive if they were older, had higher incomes, were more educated, unemployed, lived in urban settings, and had mobility difficulties. The authors suggest that system-level regulations to increase the safety and accessibility of physical activity opportunities in urban settings amongst these countries may be needed to enhance physical activity amongst these populations.

Rezaie, Shafaroodi, & Philips (2017 – this issue) – a qualitative study of the barriers to physical activity amongst Iranian women psychiatric ward patients – found that, alongside the barriers of mental illness such as anticipated stigma and medication side effects, these women perceived cultural barriers such as anticipated negative attitudes toward women exercising and negative views of group-based exercise. Physical activity interventions for
people with mental health issues will need to be considerate of the contextual barriers that may impede physical activity behavior change processes, some of which may be exacerbated by poor mental health.

**Conclusions & Reflections**

This special issue demonstrates that people with mental health issues have unique facilitators and barriers to physical activity, which change over time, and are dependent on contextual and person factors. These articles serve to complement the existing strong evidence for the effectiveness of physical activity for benefiting mental health clinical (e.g., Bailey et al., 2017; Rebar, Stanton, et al., 2015; Rosenbaum et al., 2014), in that they highlight factors that may impact efficacy. We encourage researchers to focus more on translation and the factors that may influence it. From the findings within this issue, it seems clear that a generic prescription for physical activity is not sufficient to elicit mental health benefits, but rather should be tailored to maximize people’s opportunities, willingness, and commitment to engage in physical activity. Interventions that worked for some people once may not work for other people or even the same people at a different time.

Informed by the evidence within this issue, Figure 1 illustrates how prescribing physical activity does not directly lead to mental health and wellbeing benefits. Rather, the efficacy of these efforts are entirely reliant on a person’s current states, past, and context. Mental health issues reverberate across these different layers of impact on behavior change. For example, this issue demonstrated that physical activity of people with, or at high risk for mental health issues, is influenced by contextual factors such as cultural expectations (Rezaie et al., 2017 – this issue) and accessibility to physical activity (Hargreaves et al., 2017 – this issue; Woods et al., 2017 – this issue), demographic factors such as income and education (Vancampfort, Stubbs, et al., 2017 – this issue), past experiences with physical activity (Vancampfort, De Hert, et al., 2017 – this issue), previous mental health treatment (Chen et
al., 2017 – this issue), and current states including anticipation about the behavior (Glowacki et al., 2017 – this issue), emotions and mood (Glowacki et al., 2017 – this issue), concurrent physical and mental health treatment (Blevins et al., 2017 – this issue), and motivational states (Blevins et al., 2017 – this issue; Chen et al., 2017 – this issue; Vancampfort, De Hert, et al., 2017 – this issue).

What we are proposing is not new; indeed the call for behavior change intervention translation to address system and individual factors has a long history (e.g., Biddle & Mutrie, 2007; Engel, 1980; Sniehotta et al., 2017). Rather, this issue should serve as a reminder that the science of mental health and physical activity is not unidirectional, and should not only be studied as an isolated cause of behavior on a mental health outcome, but as a reciprocal process that changes over time and differs between people and contexts.

Much of the existing evidence of physical activity and mental health is based on the prescription of supervised, easily accessible exercise programs performed by a convenient and willing/compliant sample for a certain duration. Indeed, the United Kingdom’s National Institute of Health and Care Excellence (NICE, 2009), drawing on available evidence, simply recommend people with mild or moderate depression should receive group-based exercise, with support from a competent practitioner, across three sessions per week of moderate duration (45 min – 1 hour) over 10-14 weeks. Guideline-based recommendations like these are clearly based on an assumption that fitness translates into reduced depression symptoms, neglecting the acute affective and motivational benefits of physical activity (e.g., Bartholomew, Morrison, & Ciccolo, 2005; Bodin & Martinsen, 2004; Ekkekakis, 2003; Rebar, Faulkner, & Stanton, 2015; Reed & Ones, 2006; Williams, 2008).

One risk of generic prescriptions like these is that we will undermine people’s motivation to be physically active in the future. Some mental health issues can elicit heightened self-focused attention (Ingram, 1990), negative self-beliefs (Taylor & Brown,
1988), and negative reactions to failure (Johnstone, Reekum, Urry, Kalin, & Davidson, 2007). Under these circumstances, if physical activity prescriptions seem impossible to achieve or result in people experiencing failure, it can undermine competence and future willingness to try physical activity again (Wrosch, Scheier, Miller, Schulz, & Carver, 2003). Additionally, exerting external control over individuals’ physical activity decisions with specific exercise prescriptions may also undermine their sense of control and autonomy, thereby reducing their intrinsic motivation for physical activity and, with it, the chance that they will engage in physical activity for more than a few months (Deci & Ryan, 2002; Teixeira, Carraça, Markland, Silva, & Ryan, 2012). We need to extend our line of inquiry into the efficacy and consequences of generic physical activity prescriptions, such as those recommended by national guidelines.

Structured Call for Future Research

When it comes to practically implementing specific prescriptions for people with mental health issues, questions raise about patient acceptability (what do we do if the patients are not willing?), maintenance (what happens after those 14 weeks?), scalability (how can we reach everyone in need?) and generalizability (will this work outside of the controlled settings?). These practical implementation issues must drive our future research.

Acceptability. People with mental health issues may be at a particular risk for dropping out in physical activity programs (e.g., Cooney et al., 2013; Tobi, Kemp, & Schmidt, 2017). This issue must be addressed within the field. Future research should investigate what predicts acceptability of physical activity programs in people with mental health issues and how to effectively engage these populations in physical activity interventions. As an example, the BAcPAC trial (Farrand et al., 2014; Pentecost et al., 2015) aimed to maximize acceptability by shifting the focus away from explicitly promoting exercise to a more subtle
approach to encouraging behaviors that involved physical activity that may have been lost as a result of depression.

**Maintenance.** Alongside the issue of acceptability is the problem of poor behavioral change maintenance. Most physical activity interventions targeted toward people with mental health issues have a distinct endpoint, but mental health benefits of physical activity will be maximized when activity is maintained long-term. Further investigation is needed into what happens to people’s physical activity following prescribed activity programs and how to aide people in maintaining regular activity outside of prescribed programs. Given that many mental health issues are associated with deregulation of the brain systems associated with reinforcement learning (e.g., Byrne, Patrick, & Worthy, 2016; Chen, Takahashi, Nakagawa, Inoue, & Kusumi, 2015; Slifstein et al., 2015), more is needed to understand how physical activity habit formation may be influenced by mental health issues and whether specific habit formation behavior change strategies are more effective in enhancing physical activity amidst this population.

**Scalability.** The evidence within this special issue illustrates the important point that implementing interventions and treatment in real-world settings is multi-faceted and requires change at an individual, organizational and/or community levels (Michie, Atkins, & West, 2014). The planning and implementation of physical activity interventions for people with mental health issues need to be considerate of how implementation can be scaled beyond single sites or controlled environments. The paper by Lambert et al (2017 – this issue) highlights one such intervention delivered online as a way to broaden community reach.

**Generalizability.** Many of the physical activity interventions for people with or at-risk for mental health issues are not generalizable simply because they are not described in a way that is easily replicable. Contemporary research involving complex interventions (Medical Research Council, 2006) requires much greater detail on the components included
in the intervention mapped against theoretical domains and behavior change processes, following the TiDIER guidelines (http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/tidier/). If the science of understanding how to support those with mental health issues is to advance, there must be more transparency in our study reporting to enable duplication, and advance our understanding about which intervention aspects are sufficient and necessary for effectiveness and efficacy. Mental health and physical activity researchers conducting intervention trials should build in appropriate mixed methods process evaluation (Moore et al., 2015) so that the trial outcomes add knowledge about how participants experience interventions, the level of intervention fidelity (Lambert et al., 2017), and what techniques are most effective in overcoming some of the barriers and facilitators identified in the papers in this issue.

**Important Note about Sedentary Behavior**

In contrast to physical activity, *sedentary behavior* is any waking behavior characterized by an energy expenditure ≤1.5 metabolic equivalents (METs), while in a sitting, reclining or lying posture, including sitting, and lying down (Barnes et al., 2012; Tremblay et al., 2017). Given the growing investigations into the link between sedentary behavior and mental health (Faulkner & Biddle, 2013), the aim of this issue was also to highlight investigations into sedentary behavior in people with mental health issues; however none of the articles specifically focused on sedentary behavior. Alongside research into the interplay between physical activity and sedentary behavior and their impacts on mental health, it will be important for future research to consider how mental health issues may interfere with sedentary behavior change processes.

**Conclusions**

In summary, this special issue illustrates the importance for mental health and physical activity research to reach beyond investigations of direct associations between
physical activity behavior and mental health outcomes. People with mental health issues have unique facilitators and barriers to physical activity that may impact the circumstances under which interventions will or will not be effective. We need scientific advancements on translation of physical activity trials for people with mental health issues to address existing gaps in knowledge regarding acceptability, maintenance, scalability and generalizability. As part of this process, it is important that the field further investigate the impact of mental health issues on behavior change processes. We are calling for researchers to provide transparent descriptions of efficacy trials which are: 1 – adaptable across the unique contextual situations of individuals and the dynamic nature of behavior change processes, 2 – theory-driven, thereby targeting behavior change processes as opposed to a series of isolate constructs (Michie & Abraham, 2004), and 3 – multi-faceted, ideally through a multi-disciplinary approach to behavior change (Vancampfort & Faulkner, 2014).
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**Figure Captions**

**Figure 1.** An illustration of how prescriptions for physical activity do not directly lead to mental health and wellbeing benefits, but rather are entirely dependent on a person’s uptake of the behaviour, which is dependent on their current state, past and context.